The m = 1 internal kink mode, modified by various non-ideal effects that allow for changes in the magnetic field topology, not only provides a generic mechanism for fast reconnection in laboratory and astrophysical plasmas, but also plays a crucial role in tokamak sawtooth oscillations and high$ disruptions. The goal of this work is to carefully reexamine the nonlinear phase of the resistive m = 1 mode and challenge and extend some of the previous work on the subject. Our main conclusion will be that the m = 1 mode, when the associated ideal internal kink is at or above marginal stability, grows exponentially until reconnection is complete, thus providing a fast reconnection mechanism even in collisional plasmas. That it can do so in the semi-collisional and collisionless regimes was shown in earlier works El]- [4] . An extensive discussion of the linear theory of the m = 1 mode in various collisionality regimes can be found in the review article by Migliuolo [5] .
Interest in the resistive m = 1 in the fusion community started with Kadomtsev's proposal [6] that its nonlinear evolution may proceed fast enough to completely reconnect the helical f i~ within the q = 1 rational surface in a characteristic time of r rec = ( T H~T R )~/~ -q-1/2, where TH, = a / u H , , TR = poa2/qo, and U H~ = B&/&Z&. Here TH, and TR are the poloidal Alfvkn time and the resistive diffusion time, respectively, defined in terms of the minor radius a, a characteristic poloidal field strength B,,, and resistivity q,. Subsequent numerical calculations confirmed the basic features of Kadomtsev's conjecture [7, 8] , and in fact suggested that the resistive kink may continue to grow nearly exponentially well into the nonlinear phase. An analytic theory of the nonlinear m = 1 island seemed to confirm these expectations of exponential growth [9] . More recently, however, a careful nonlinear analysis [lo] and a subsequent numerical calculation [ll] seemed to find a transition to an algebraic growth early in the nonlinear development of the mode. Our calculations show that this algebraic growth is only a temporary phase that separates two distinct periods of exponential growth, and that the resistive m = 1, although it lacks the explosive nature [l] of the semi-collisional and collisionless m = 1, does grow exponentially until full reconnection.
Early numerical calculations of the resistive rn = 1 with modest resolution and at relatively small values of the magnetic Reynolds number S = r R / r H p , although not unequivocal, certainly do give an impression of a mode that grows exponentially well into the nonlinear regime [7] ; the kinetic energy in the system, a global measure of the.mode's time evolution that will be used throughout this paper, grows exponentially before gradually slowing down and saturating. A typical calculation exhibiting this general behavior is shown in Fig. la, where we used 7 The low-p equilibrium used throughout this paper is parameterized by the following safety-factor profile: At higher values of S, the calculations become more challenging because of the wellknown nearly singular behavior of the current density in the resistive layer (Fig. 2) . Formation of a current sheet here presents a number of difficulties. Computationally, adequate resolution of the current sheet as it deepens and moves outward becomes difficult and requires a mesh that dynamically evolves with it. Physically, this negative current sheet, which represents the inductive response of the highly conducting fluid to the rigid displacement it undergoes, is susceptible to secondary instabilities which tend to break it up, affecting the nonlinear behavior of the original mode in a rather complicated fashion [12] . While the instability of the current sheet cannot always be avoided, it is possible to deal successfully with the computational challenge of resolving the layer at all times. Such a calculstion is shown in Fig. lb , where we repeat the calculation of Fig The nonlinear behavior of the resistive m = 1 mode described here seems to be a universal feature of the mode and is not peculiar to the particular set of parameters chosen above.
It has been observed under widely varying equilibrium conditions, with different values of qo, qa, A,, etc.; the growth rate in the second exponential phase is typically 2-3 smaller than the linear growth rate.
It is difficult to offer a rigorous theory of reconnection that would be valid in the deeply nonlinear regime of the m = 1 mode; however, a simple modification of the Sweet-Parker argument that takes into account some of the changes in the geometry at late stages of the island evolution seems to capture the essential features of the fully nonlinear calculation presented earlier. This modified Sweet-Parker argument is presented below.
Assuming a rigid shift of the core plasma and helicity conservation during reconnection [6, 10] , the island evolution can be represented as in Fig. 3a . Figure 3b shows how the helical flux $* = $ + r 2 / 2 changes during this process (See also Fig. 3 of Ref. [ll] ). Here, the helical flux is related to the auxiliary field B," and the equilibrium safety factor profile Q ( T )
. The point 0 denotes the location of the original magnetic axis; the point 0', radially displaced from 0 by an amount <(t), is its location at some time t , giving an island width of W ( t ) 11 2J. The radius of the core plasma at this time is given by rc(t), as measured from 0'. The radius of the outer separatrix of the island, as measured from the point 0, is given by ~, ( t ) .
The initial values for these quantities are: (Fig. 3a) . Recognizing the lack of rigor in this Sweet-Parker argument, we simply identify the inflow velocity with the rate of displacement of the core plasma, and the outflow velocity with the upstream Alfvh speed and use
*(r,(t) -c(t)).
The layer length L is obviously proportional to the core plasma radius. Analyses of the early nonlinear phase have typically assumed L N r,, [11, 13] . However, in the deep nonlinear phase, shrinking core plasma radius leads to a corresponding decrease in the length L. This effect competes with the narrowing of the layer in determining the reconnection rate and will be seen below to account for the termination of the algebraic growth and reestablishment of a new "exponential phase." In earlier works, a decrease in L was shown to lead to an explosive growth in the semi-collisional/collisionless regime [ 11- [4] ; however, there the reconnection layer physics and the accompanying change from a "Y-point" to an"X-point" geometry were the mechanisms responsible for the decrease, not the intrinsic geometric changes in the shrinking core plasma that is being considered here. These two separate effects are obviously additive in the semi-collisional/collisionless case, but the former does not exist in the collisional plasmas considered here.
Assuming that the flux surfaces remain circular in the core and ignoring multiplicative factors of order unity, the layer length will be taken to be L ( t ) rc(t) = r,(t) -[ ( t ) . For small < < rs0, this assumption leads to L N r,, -J/2, indicating that L decreases at half the core displacement rate in the early nonlinear phase. In nonlinear MHD calculations, the core almost always suffers an elliptical deformation with an increasing eccentricity as the island grows, which would imply that L decreases more slowly than the core radius rc(t).
Thus, a more appropriate choice for L might be L(t) = rs(t) -b(t)c(t), where the parameter
is chosen to slow down the rate of decrease in the deeply nonlinear stage of reconnection. However, in order to avoid unnecessary parameters that cannot be determined within the context of this Sweet-Parker argument, here only L(t) = r c ( t ) will be used for the layer length.
The layer width S is related to the inflow velocity through the parallel Ohm's law.
Whereas all three terms of the Ohm's law in Eq. (2) are comparable within the resistive layer in the linear regime, the convective and diffusive terms become dominant in the nonlinear reconnection layer. Writing them in terms of the helical flux $* and using uTB,*(r,(t) -[) - 
rl[B,*]/S, we get S ( t ) = rl {B,*(r,(t))/B,*(~,(t) -[> + 1) / ( d < / d t ) , where B,*(r,(t) -<) and

(T,,) = T ,~~~~( T ,~) .
For L(t) CY T,,, Eq. ( 5 ) has an algebraic solution [ll] , valid in the early nonlinear phase of the mode:
for t 2 to. However, as the displacement grows in time, this algebraic behavior is modified when < -rs0, and both Eqs. 
